Innate immunity in disease: insights from mathematical modeling and analysis.
The acute inflammatory response is a complex defense mechanism that has evolved to respond rapidly to injury, infection, and other disruptions in homeostasis. This robust responsiveness to biological stress likely endows the host with increased fitness, but over-robust or inadequate inflammation predisposes the host to various diseases. Importantly, well-compartmentalized inflammation is generally beneficial, but spillover of inflammation into the blood is a hallmark-and likely also a driver-of self-maintaining inflammation. The blood is also a key entry point and immunological interface for vectors of parasitic diseases, diseases that themselves incite systemic inflammation. The complex role of inflammation in health and disease has made this biological system difficult to understand comprehensively and modulate rationally for therapeutic purposes. Consequently, systems approaches have been applied in order to characterize dynamical properties and identify key control points in inflammation. This process begins with the collection of high-dimensional, experimental, and clinical data, followed by data reduction and data-driven modeling that finally informs mechanistic computational models for analysis, prediction, and rational modulation. These studies have suggested that the overall architecture of the inflammatory response includes a multiscale positive feedback from inflammation → tissue damage → inflammation, which is often inadequately controlled by negative feedback from anti-inflammatory mediators. Given the importance of the blood interface for the inflammatory response, and the accessibility of this compartment both as an immunological sampling reservoir for vectors as well as for diagnosis and therapy, we suggest that any rational efforts at modulating inflammation via the blood compartment must involve computational modeling.